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Features of Protectomatic Lite system
* Security system  for homes and smaller areas with a far better security than todays solutions

* The intruder detectors and alarm sensors are always active but still you can move on the area as

you get invisible by the smart ID tagger

* Personal ID tag handling discrete alarms to carrier when some unexpected guests arrive

*DC and AC operation makes it flexible and easy back up against electrical failures

* Optional SMS, GSM and web interfaces for remote areas and Bluetooth and W-LAN for local areas

* Realistic price level and easy wire less functions makes the solution cost effective and flexible
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Protectomatic Lite
This is a package specially designed to handle smaller areas and houses with a good level of security. The

Protectomatic thinking is very different to other security solutions. Traditional design use a barrier around the

protected area and what is happening g inside is not checked. If an intruder comes into the area none know what

is happening and what the intruder is doling just now.

Protectomatic is unique as alarm is always active and all sensors check for intruders. All areas everywhere can be

connected to the alarm. The people who can be in the area have an ID tag system making them invisible for the

sensors. They have an imaginary bubble around them where the detectors do not create an alarm. The ID tag is

small and discrete and can be in the cloths or on a band and must always be carried to not create an alarm.

If the sensor net work sense an intruder the alarm is activated. Alarms can be transmitted  the tag so the carrier get

a discrete alarm than something has happened. Other out puts are available like Internet and SMS over GSM

phones. This is very flexible.

By Bluetooth the cameras used in the system can send an image of what caused the alarm. The sequence is then

as follows

* Intruder is detected by sensors always active in the area

* Alarm is activated direct on the ID tag carried by the owners

* Camera images of what caused the alarm can be viewed wireless on mobile phones by Bluetooth

* Owner of tag decide what to do.

Alarms to external sources and outputs can be activated on the tag itself by a button or automatically to guards.



Protectomatic installation in an house as an application example.

This show a house layout where we have protected the internal areas with sensors and ID readers. Here we have

a full function solution where the owner can walk around in the house as they want. Alarms are off in the room

where the owner is just now while all other areas are checked for intruders and unexpected guests.

 The out door areas of terrace an d just outside the windows are also alarmed sol the owner know if someone

moves in these areas. Here we have NO ID readers and just alert the owner by the Tag two way alarm. The

buzzer can start when someone is just outside and look through the windows.



Protectomatic
 reader unit

Protectomatic
ID tag

Alarm Detector
for the area

This is  one zone of Protectomatic and its layout.
The room have one reader looking for an ID in the area / zone. The room do also have a detector looking for

motions in the room. When the detector sense a motion it orders the ID reader to look for an approved ID card. If

there is no ID card with correct approval the alarm is activated. If there is an ID the alarm is not activated.

If we connect some options we can also check where all people are and see this on a PC screen.

If we have several zones side by side you can walk in the area and no alarm is activated. If someone else with no

ID card move in other rooms the alarm is activated. Preferable the ID tag buzzer starts up in a discrete way

Wire less communication from camera direct

to the Mobile phone or PDA by Bluetooth Type

1 with 100 meters max  range. When the

integrated PIR sense an alarm the image is

transmitted to receiver

Max 100 meter

Local central unit

WWW / Internet
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ID reader unit  outside its

central unit encapsulation.

This system can read ID on

max  6 meter in distance (12

meter circle )and confirm the

carriers ID is correct to what

was stored.

Typical PIR detector we use.

When demands are high we

use dual Micro wave and PIR

detectors to be sure we have

few false alarms. We have

combinations with detector

and camera in same unit

We have several versions of ID tags and controllers. We

have special versions like wrist watch style and small

buttons easy to hide in cloths or as a necklace. Some

tags are 2 way units and can receive alarms anywhere in

the area. Optional SMS messenger can send alarms to

the mobile phone so you know what is happening.

Wire less camera with PIR alarm inside. This tiny unit

communicate by Bluetooth direct to a mobile phone when

it is activated.

PIR can handle a 8 meter detection range. When this is

activated the camera take an image and transmit it by

Bluetooth to whatever you want. Many mobile phones have

a capability to receive the image directly. The class 1

Bluetooth have up to 100 meter in range enough to cower

most houses and the garden. This gives an enormous

flexibility.

Flat mini screens can show images of what the

cameras grabbed on demand from the alarm

sensor. This is a 7 inch TFT model easy to put in

places like bed rooms etc.

It is very important to see what caused the alarm

in a simple way with no delay.

If preferred we can add camera to the AV/input of

a TV . All TV systems with a Scart connector at

back side can handle a analogue input as we can

offer. Then you can use the remote control for

looking at camera views in the garden or

elsewhere.

Wire less alarms and old installations

In many cases we can use the old alarm installation and the available PIR detectors

normally used. Often there is a need for an upgrade of the old system so this

needs an analyse of what is best.

We can offer a range of wire less sensors and the wire less  and cable based

camera solutions.


